The Honorable Gregory Keosian
The Honorable Alex Ricciardulli
The Honorable Sanjay Kumar
The Appellate Division of the Superior Court
State of California, County of Los Angeles
111 North Hill Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE:  Request for publication of Nivo 1, LLC v. Antunez, LASC Case No. BV030104

Dear Honorable Justices:

The undersigned representatives of local non-profit organization that represent tenants in Los Angeles, ask this Court to publish Nivo 1, LLC v. Antunez, LASC Case No. BV030104. This Court‚Äôs opinion addressed ‚Äúa legal issue of continuing public interest.‚Äù California Rules of Court, Rule 8.1105(c)(6). Specifically, the opinion resolved how to interpret the first paragraph of a form lease that governs many residential tenancies throughout Southern California.

The lease at issue in this case presents a legal issue of continuing public interest because it is a form lease widely distributed by the Apartment Association of Greater Los Angeles (‚ÄúAAGLA‚Äù). The terms of the AAGLA lease and their effect provide the basis for some of the most vigorously-contested unlawful detainer actions in Los Angeles County. These disputes have resulted in at least four appeals involving the AAGLA lease. See, e.g., Y&Y Investment Group, LLC v. Lopez, LASC Case No. BV029752; Y&Y Investment Group, LLC v. Farela, LASC Case No. BV029713; Babay v. Cadenas, LASC Case No. BV029139; Westhill Management v. Correa, LASC Case No. BV028271.  Without a published opinion, disputes over the AAGLA lease will continue.

The first paragraph of the AAGLA lease is particularly likely to create more litigation because it allows landlords to evict a tenant for any trivial breach of its terms. This Court‚Äôs opinion affirms that the courts still must consider the generally-applicable doctrine of ‚Äúsubstantial breach‚Äù before terminating a tenancy based on an AAGLA lease. This result is consistent with the last paragraph of CACI jury instruction number 4304.  It is also the rule adopted throughout the United States. The trier of fact should consider the significance of any breach before terminating any contract or lease.

Nevertheless, many trial courts enforce the AAGLA lease as it is written. These trial courts appear to be persuaded by the argument that ‚Äú‚Äòany‚Äô means ‚Äòany‚Äô‚Äù and that no appellate opinion has ever applied the substantial breach doctrine to Section 1161(3) of the Code of Civil Procedure directly. In the absence of a specific published opinion, they conclude that parties can contract around the substantial breach doctrine and, therefore, decline to analyze the severity of a tenant‚Äôs breach.

As a practical matter, ignoring the significance of a tenant‚Äôs breach enables some of the worst abuses of the unlawful detainer process. Many of the cases regarding the AAGLA lease that have been appealed to this Court fit a specific pattern. The statement of decision and statement on appeal in this case illustrate that it is a typical example of how the AAGLA lease can be misused. Like many of the other cases that this Court has heard, the landlord in this case attempted to enforce one of the more onerous terms of the AAGLA lease against an unsophisticated, long-term tenant who spoke only Spanish. The landlord‚Äôs agents could not explain how the term it sought to enforce provided it with any benefit. It was precisely the kind of case where the doctrine of ‚Äúsubstantial breach‚Äù should protect a person against a complete forfeiture of the agreement. Because these disputes keep arising, judges and juries should have the benefit of case law that instructs them that they should consider the significance of the breach before evicting the tenant even when the terms of the lease purport to contract around the doctrine of substantial breach.

Respectfully submitted,


Daniel J. Bramzon
President and Founder of BASTA, Inc.
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Attorney for Nivo 1, LLC 
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Attorney for Antunez
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